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From stone quarries at Perumbavoor and Muvattupuzha to stone crushers at Chottanikkara, Kochi

From stone crushers at Chottanikkara to wholesalers in Vennala, Kochi

In the building material supply chain, the raw materials are acquired from rock quarries in Perumbavoor and Muvattupuzha. The goods are then transported by roads to the crusher units at Chottanikkara. The processed material is then supplied to the wholesaler, in Vennala and from there they are supplied to the retailers. Many times builders directly buy stones from wholesalers and crusher units.

BUILDING MATERIAL TRIPS ACCOUNT FOR

14% OF THE TOTAL TRIPS

16% OF THE BUILDING MATERIALS ENTER FROM CORDON NO. 8
21% OF THE BUILDING MATERIALS ARE REGISTRED AT CORDON NO. 4

HCVs- Heavy Commercial Vehicles, MGVs- Medium Commercial Vehicle, LCVs- Light Commercial Vehicles
Food grains and vegetables supplied to Ernakulam Market from Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Alappuzha, Kerala. Some state based farms in Alappuzha also supply fruits and vegetables to the market.

Goods transported from Ernakulam Market to town markets in GDCA Area and retail vendors in Kochi.

**VEGETABLES, FRUITS, EGGS, FISH CONSTITUTE 75%**
**FOOD GRAINS CONSTITUTE 5%**
MAVELI PRODUCTS/GOODS ARE TRANSPORTED FROM VARIOUS LOCAL AND INTRASTATE MANUFACTURES IN KERALA TO KALOOR (REGIONAL SUPPLY CO OFFICE) IN KOCHI (DETAILED MAP WITH CORDON POINTS AND SPECIFIC ROUTES)

Consumer items account for 11% of the total trips, which include both Maveli and Non-Maveli items. One of the important organizations involved in trading of consumer items in Supplyco, which is a Government of Kerala-owned company headquarters in Kochi. It acts as the execution arm of the Department of Food and Civil Supplies of the Government of Kerala.
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NON-MAVELI GOODS COME FROM VARIOUS PARTS OF INDIA

Non-Maveli products/goods come from various Kerala based (established brands) and interstate (out of Kerala) manufacturers

GOODS ARE DELIVERED TO THE REGIONAL SUPPLYCO OFFICE IN KALOOR, EXCEPT OIL AND FOOD GRAINS WHICH ARE DELIVERED TO 5 TALUKA DEPOTS LOCATED ON THE PERIPHERY OF THE CITY

Kochi Municipal Corporation Area
Kochi City Region
Greater Cochin Development Area
Cordon points
SupplyCo Regional Office
SupplyCo Taluka Depots

NON-MAVELI PRODUCTS INCLUDE CONSUMER PREPACKED ITEMS. THEY ARE IMPORTED TO KOCHI FROM MANUFACTURERS BASED IN KERALA AND OTHER STATES OF INDIA
GOODS FROM KALOOR REGIONAL SUPPLYCO OFFICE AND 5 TALUKA DEPOTS ARE DISTRIBUTED TO 120 SUPPLYCO STORES IN KOCHI

Consumer items account for 11% of the total trips, which include both Maveli and Non-Maveli items. One of the important organizations involved in trading of consumer items in Supplyco, which is a Government of Kerala-owned company headquarters in Kochi. It acts as the execution arm of the Department of Food and Civil Supplies of the Government of Kerala.